THE FOUR BODIES OF MAN 1-7
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l.

The circle is a geometrical figure with two co-ordinates - the
radial co-ordinate, inwards and outwards from the centre, and the
angular co-ordinate, in a direction around the circumference.
In the enneagram these two e:o-ordinates are :fundamentally different
in their meaning.
The radial co-ordinate refers to levels, and the
angular co-ordinate, in its simplest meaning, ret'ers to time.
What d,o we mean by levels?

To take one example, it is said in the

system that man consists o:f four different bodies.

Eaoh.

of these four

bodies · is different in level - ea.oh consists o:f a different level of
matter.

The lowest level of matter is that of the physical body -

ordinarily this is the only body we can see.

Within, and

interpenetrating the physical body is the subtle body.

The subtle

body is on a higher level than the physical body, and it influences and
controls it in many w~s, but it is not as well organised as it oould
be, and many wrong results follow from this fact.

Within the subtle

body, on a still higher level, is the causal body.

Once again, although

we actually posses the materials necessary for the causal b:ody, it is

And within.

not fully organised, a..nd works in a very fragmentary w~.

the e-ausal body, on the highest level of all, is the divine body.

The

divine body, at the centre of the c·irc·le, is actually fully working in us,
but we have no contact with it in the ordinary way, so we cannot hear wha"t
it is s~ing.

If we e·o uld do so, life would be quite different.

For

one thing, we should alweys· k:now without question what to do.
Each of' th.ese four bodies has its own time.

It is difficult to

d.esoribe what this means,, for in the ordinary way we only know one time
the · time of the ph,ysioal '6.ody, which starts, as you see in the diagram,
at the top of the c~rcle with the moment of ~onception, and ends at the
sa,me point, after some eighty years·, with the moment of death.
The next circle indicates the time of the subtle b·o dy.

The subtle

body has a, quite dif'ferent kind of time :from that of the physical body.
Our whole lifetime is only a da;y and a night for the subtle body, and yet
every day and night contains a whole lifetime of ita experience.
And the innermost cirale indicates the time of the causal body.

The,

time of the causal body is even more remote from our usual conaeption of
time.

Our whole lifetime is only a moment of a few seconds for it, and
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yet eaoh moment contains the same content as a lifetime.
And. at the e-entre of the cirale is the divine body.

body exists beyond time.

The divine

Whether any of the other three bodies

comes or goes it is always there.

Whatever happens to us, it will

always remain.

You will have realised by now that it is impossible to think
logically about the, meaning of time for these different bodies.

But

if one knows that they exist, and thatEB.ch has a quite different power
over time, sooner or later the idea will begin to fit into one's
experience.

Suppose we confine our attention for the moment to

the kind of time which belongs to the pbysic:a.l body - the time of our
lifec, from the moment of conoe,ptionuntil death.

You will see t}lat we

have. divided it into three different stage-s.

The first stage is from
~onception till birth, which includes all our prenatal life;
the

second stage is· from birth till the end of childhood. - about seven years
old;
and the last stage is :from the end of childhood till death - on
the· average about eighty years old.

Wey have we divided the c:irc1.e in this w~?

It is based on the
idea that the value of time decreases as time goes on, or in other words,
that real time passes logarithmically.
The longer the period whio·h has
passed since the moment of c-onception, the less value time actually has.
If we take- the unit of time as a lunar month of twenty eight d~s, then

in the first stage, - that of our prenatal life - there are ten lunar
months, in the next stagec - that of our childhood - there are on& hundred
lunar months, and b;y: the last stage:--- that of our adult life - there ar&
Each of these three stages has the· same
one thousand lunar months.
value in real time-, or in other words, each has the- same· significance
in relation to life as a whole.
Of c-ourse, all this is not true - exactly.

Yet in certain respects

it is a great deal nearer the truth than our usual wa;, of reckoning time.
And it can show us certain important things about man's life whieh we
never understood before.
_ J .lle ~.. lilJ.e of h.ia life; f"?r instance,
a_!3' in the next diagram (over) - this. line will be _a spiral, wlrle-h starts
from t he _centre of the c-ircle at the - moment of o·onoeption.
Man is of'
divine origin - he comes from the divine body, and, in that momen.t he is
beyond time .-:
In the prenatal period, of which our ordina.cy waking
consciousness is unaware, ·he exists on the causal level.
During:
t:-his period
all the
causes
are being: formed which will determine
his nature - his physical characteristics, his capabilities, his
inclinations and so on - things which will only bee.:ome manifest at some
later stage in his· l _ife.
And. then he is born - and at the moment o'f
birth he passes into the subtle level, bringing these causes with him
into the world.
Childhood is the time when the subtle body develops when we learn how to manage and control the physical body, and when the·
mind in e'Ontrol of_ all this remembers-- what to do.
be-longs to reourrence,

and

is able to remember.

For the subtle body ,

B1,.rlf the :ph,ysd.cd:ibod:y ·_

belongs to time·, and when , adult life begins oµr ahildhoodi days: are

for,gott~, and we, thiM only of what lies ahead.
The fulfilment of man•~ pbysical existeno~
But what does lie ahead?

in the world?

The realisation of new possibilities?

of truth, of the real purpose of existence?

The disoovery

Or simply the same· life·

-

over again?
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And what does all this depend. on?

It depends,. surely,-,
on how muc'h we oan remember - how firmly we can establish a e:onnec,t ion
with the centre.
As you se~ in the diagram, when we were children we were actually· mucil.
nearer the· centre.

As Christ said, "Take heed that ye despise not one

of these, little ones; for I sa,y unto you, that in heaven their angels do
alwa,ys behold the face of my Father whieh is in heaven".
As life goes
on, and the spiral moves outwards, we tend to drift further awa,y.

That is

why certain people on a high level invented the meditation - to enable man

to re-establis,h this e:onnection.

For every time we do the meditation we

move inwards along one of the radial lines.

Then at the end of our life

~he cx,nnection will be there - we shall already know what it is.
is the real purpose of medita-1iion.
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You will have realised by now from the last diagram that as thespiral of our life move·s outwards from the centre, d.ifferent princ-iples
develop around. the circumference.

What are the-se different principles?

They can be taken in a number of wa::,s, on different scales, but as far
as man is concerned, they refer to the completeness, the- fulfilment of
his being.

As man grows up, and as his life c-0ntinues, each step along the way
should bring· him greater fulfilment.
But this is not always, so, and
many of us are unaware what the fulf'ilment of our possibilities could
mean·.
Let us try to understand from the diagram what these
possibilities really are-:-
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By about six weeks after conception, at point I in the diagram,
the- main outline of our physical structure has been laid down, and
the physical principle in us has become established.

At point 2

is the moment, some eighte-en to twenty weeks after e,onoeption, when
the life princriple enters us, and the body is quickened.

And. then

at puint 3 is the moment of birth - from this moment onwards our
breathing will continue until d.eath.

The next point - point 4

the time when our essenc--e predominates

for the newly born child is

virtually nothing but essenc.e

is

he is literally learning how to survive-,

how to eat and move and focus, and rec~gnise his surroundings.
The next point - point 5 - comes at about three years old when the
personality begins to develop.

We all know what this means· - trying

things out on our parents, finding out what they will take

a kind of

voyage of discovery into the world of thought and ftreling, aided by,the deve:lopment of the newly found speech centres.
point 6 we are seven years old.

And then at

Wear& beginning to grow up, and in

a little while a whole new world will open for us.

actually happens, between points 6 and 71'

What is it that

There is the- development

of sex, which brings all sorts of new impressions, there is the final
and very rapid growth of the body, and nearer point 7 the development
of mind.

All this ad.ds up to a change which is almost as great as

when we were born.

We are going out into the world, and leaving our

childhood behind us.

At point 7 we are about I6 years old, and at point 8 we are about
thirty five.

By the time we have reached point 8 we have married and

got a family, and. with luck a well paid job.
all they want.

For some people this is

But others are searching - searching for something they

cannot define, connected with that part of us we call the 'soul'.
do some people feel this and not others?
some moment in their lives?

Why

Or does everyone feel it at

The truth of the matter is the soul is:

starved,, and this· is what they really feel.

Some people find this

out, and by' the end of the c-ircle they have diseovered a great deal
more:.

But what does it really depend on?;

There is something beyond the soul, which we have called 'spirit'.
The soul is individual to each of us, but the spirit is universal.

N'one

of the solutions to our problems, none of the discoveries we make, will
be wholly· satisfactory unless we can find the spirit.

Spirit is on.

the same level as the divine body at the centre of the eircle· - it
is· the substance of which the divine boey is made.

But the point

about it is that it is beyond the personal level.

When we do the
med.i tat ion, and it carries us to a point beyond words - that is the·
spirit.

Spirit has the power to unify the body and the s-0ul - at

least, it has that power if it circulates.
What is it that makes
it circulate?
It is the mantra.
The mantra is like a vehicle,
whic·h carries the pigment of a. dye.
It carries the pigment from one
part of the organism to the next
without it, the colour would all
settle in one place and we should become wrongly balanced.
But whe,n

it circulates, gradually our whole being is affected - graduallyc the·
effect of the ma_~tra becomes permanent, and the spirit is fixed.
But how does the spirit circulate?

Where does it actually go?

Perhaps· we can find this out from our own experience - and then we
shall know where to put it in the diagram.

